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I. Introduction 

There are many useful applications if we divide n industries in the input-output tables into 

two or more strategic industry groups and trace back to the interaction between these groups. 

To mention a few such examples, we have the interactions between the goods-producing sectors 

and service sectors, between the primary growth sectors and the supplementary or derived 

growth sectors, and between two regions which have structural different characters. Another 

example is found in the necessity of distinguishing industries subject to capacity limitations 

from those which have plenty of capacity. Examples of this sort might be given by the 

hundreds. 

In the usual input-output analysis, the n Xn inverse matrix shows the ultimate total effects 

of interindustrial propagation, but it cannot tell us the disjoined effects separating into these 

two distinguished activities. This paper is an attempt to clarify the problems of this type by 

means of the formulation of partitioned matrix multipliers and their relationships, and to apply 

our formula to the input-output data in two cases : 1) the interdependent model of goods-

producing sectors and service sectors, 2) interregional repercussion model of the Japanese 

economy. 

* The mathematical part of this paper is a summarized version of Chap. 4 and Appendix C in the 
writer's The Structural I,,terdependence Analysis of Economy (in Japanese), 1963, and the empirical 
applications are based on the author's articles (in Japanese) : "Interdependent Structure of Goods-Produc-

ing Sectors and Service Sectors", Econo'nic Review (Keizai Kenkyu), Vol. 14, No. 3. July 1963, and ･'An 
Interregional Input-Output Model and its Application", Monthly Survey of Japan Industrlal Structure 
Institute, No. 52, Jan. 1965. I have introduced some improvements in this rewriting. 

** Professor (Kyo~ju) of Economics. 
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I I. Partitioned Matrix Multipliers 

We divide n industries in the usual input-output table into two subgroups designated P 

sector which consists of I industries and S sector which consists of In industries. Then, the 

nXn matrix of input coefficients is 
l
 
m
 

r~ 1~ 
= 
[
 

l+1n= n 

where A, A1 are submatrices of coefficients showing the input of P sector's products in the P 

and S sectors respectively, and Sl' S are subrnatrices of coefficients showing the input of S 

sector's products in the P and S sectors respectively. Among these submatrices, A and S are 

square having the order IXI and mXln, Al and Sl are rectangular having the order IXllt 

and mXl. 
Since the n Xn Leontief inverse 

B*=(1-A*)-1 
tells us only the total ultimate effects but not the disjoined interdependence of the above two 

activities, we must introduce some device consisting of partitioned matrix multipliers. In order 

to solve this problem, we decompose the elements of the Leontief inverse into three sides of 

propagation aspects, i. e., 

( i ) internal propagation activities inside P sector's industries, 

(ii) internal propagation activities inside S sector's industries, 

(iii) intersectoral propagation activities between P and S sectors' industries. 

For aspects (i) and (ii), we may term the IXI inverse 

B = (1 - A)- I (2) 
the inte'~nal Inatrix ,nultiplier of the P sector and the In X m inverse 

T= (1 - S)- i (3) 
the inte'~nal Inatrix Inultiplie'~ ofthe S sector, then these two "internal matrix multipliers" show 

the interindustrial propagation effects in the inside of each sector. Of course, each internal 

matrix multiplier does not operate independently under its own power, but is able to operate 

with the other sector's industrial activity. 

So that, according to the economic causal process, the intersectoral propagations accorn-

panied by the operation of internal multipliers B and T can be written as the form of four 

rectangular sub-matl~ix-rnultipliers, which express the aspect (iii), i. e., 

B1=SIB -S-goods-input in P sector induced by internal propagation in P sector's indus-

tries (mXl). 

B2=BA1-internal propagation in P sector's industries induced by P-goods-input in S 
sector (1 X In). 

T1=AIT-P-goods-input in S sector induced by internal propagation in S sector's indus-

tries (1 X m). 

T2=TSI ~internal propagation in S sector's industries induced by S-goods-input in P 

sector (m XD. 

These sub-multipliers Bl' B2, T1 and T2 show the coefficients of induced effects on output or 

input activities between two sectors and call themselves the production-generating proces-s in 

succession. 
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Such a repercussion process due to these induced effects naturally leads to the intersectoral 

multiplier between the P and S sectors. If we select the coefiicients of the induced effect on 

production (i. e., B2 and T2) as the base of this intersectoral multiplier, then it will take the 

form : 

K= (1 - T2B2)-1 (4) or alternatively 

L=(1-B2T2)-1' (5) 
We could define the matrix K as the external matrix multiplier ofthe S sector, and the matrix 

L as the external matrix multiplier of the P sector according to their economic meanings. 

Of course K has the order mXm, and L has IXl, because the multiplications of rectangular 

matrices T2B2 or B2T2 make the new square matrices having the order mXm or IXI re-
s pectively.1 

Then, we have now arrived at the fact that the total of the propagation effects in P and 

S sectors' industries, each generated by its own sector's activities, are expected to take the 

values LB and KT respectively, i. e., "the internal matrix multiplier" premultipied by "the ex-

ternal matrix multiplier". So, if we put 

KT= M 
LB = N 

then we can prove the following formula : 

B*=(1-A*)-1- B+B2MBI l B2M J [
 
~ BI M or [
 
l
 

~ 2N I T+'r2NTI ' 
In the other words, we can partition off the original Leontief inverse B*=(1-A*)-1 in terms of 

the combined effects of internal and external matrix multipliers and their induced sub-matrix-

multipliers.2 

The proof of the formula (6) is as follows : 

[ B+_MBB~-BI I B2MM J[~H ~AS = ~ I ~ J 
l
[
 B(1 - A) + B2MB1(1 - A) - B2MSl 

= I + B2MSIB(1 - A) - B2MSl 

= I + B2MSI ~ B2MSI = I 

MBl(1 -A)-MS1 
=MSIB(1-A)-MS1 
=MSl-MS1=0 

-BA1~B2MBIAl+B2M(1 -S) 

= B2 -B2KT2B2 +B2KT(1 -S) 
= B2 -B2KT2B2 +B2K= - B2(1 + KT2B2 - K) 
= B2[1 - K(1 - T2B2)] = O 

1 Another formulation of the external matrix multipliers based on the coefEcients of induced effect on 
intersectoral input activities (i. e.. T1 and Bl) are 

and K= (1 - Bl Tl)~1 (4') Z = (1 - Tl Bl)~1 (5' ) 
where K has the order mxm. and L has the order lxl. 

The existence of these inverses (external multipliers K, L. K and L) as well as the existence of 
internal multip]iers (B and T) is warranted by the existence of the original Leontief inverse matrix. 
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　　　　　　　　　　一MB1∠41十ハ4（1－5）

　　　　　　　　　　　　＝一KTBlAl十KT（1－S）

　　　　　　　　　　　　＝一KT2B2＋K
　　　　　　　　　　　　＝K（1－T2B2）＝五
In　exactly　the　same　manner，we　have

　　　　　　　　［煮IT＋雅処］［讐1論］｛ろ浮］．

　The　same　result　can　be　obtaind　by　solving　the　following　system　according　to　economic

CaUSal　reaSOning．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　｛　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　X〆AXp＋A・X8＋yp　　　　　　（7）
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　X、＝SlXp十SX3十鶏
where　Xp　is　an　output　vector　of　P　sector’s　industries，X3is　an　output　vector　of　S　sector’s　in・

dustries，and　Yp，y、are　the五nal　demand　vectors　of　the　P　and　S　sectors　respectively・　Thus

the　solution　of　this　system　is　stated　as

　　　　　　　　　　　［蒙］｛B箒梁・B劉臣］

or

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一［素丁＋粘］［吾］．

　From　which，it　is　easily　seen　that　the　total　effects　in　the　P　and　S　sectors　originated　in　its

own　sector’s　activities　and　can　be　written　in〃招α裾髭掬8ノわηπB十B2MBI　or　T十丁21〉TI　as

well　as　the窺配妙1記4ノわ7η3LB　or　KT8Thus，the　partitioned　intersectoral　activities　may　be

viewed　in　two　ways：（a）the　first　expression　of　the　formula（6）shows　it　from　the　viewpoint

of　P　sector　side　and（b）the　second　expression　shows　the　same　fact　from　the　viewpoint

of　S　sector　side．These　expressions　go　hand　in　hand　to　make　the　general　formulation　appli－

cable　to　the　various　problems．

　2Using　the　notation　in　note1），we　can　prove　the　following　identities：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　KTニTκ＝ハ4
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　乙B＝BL＝1〉
that　is，the　expression　that　the　intemal　multiplierρ05伽1‘ケψ漉4by　the　extemal　multiplier　is　also　possible

as　well　as　theρr8〃多μ1‘ψ舵4expression。

　The　proof　of　the　latter　identity　is　that＝

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　LB＝（1－B27至）一1B＝［1十Σ（B2T2）飢］B＝（1十B2MS1）B

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　皿＝も
　　　　　　　　　　BZ＝B（1一箔B、）一1ニB［1＋Σ（T－B1）川＝B（1＋！1、ハ4B：）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7π＝1because

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　こゆ

　　　　　　　　　Σ（β2乃）皿＝ΣB2（T2B2）m－17』＝B2［Σ（TをB2）肌】7』
　　　　　　　　　ワにコ　　　　　　　　のじニユ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ワルニ　
　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝B2（1－712B2）一1乃墨B2K7至』・B2K7U、＝・82MS、
and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　　　　Σ（7、B、）皿＝Σ（A171Sβ）視＝Σ41（781BA1）㍗17U、B＝141［Σ（乃B2）m】TB・
　　　　　ぼヨ　　　　　　　ハコエ　　　　　　　　　れコモ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　お　
　　　　　　　　　　＝∠41（1－T2B2）一1TB、＝A、KTB、＝∠4、MB、・

So，we　obtain

　　　　　　　　　　　　　LB＝（1＋B21レ菰S、）B＝B＋B2MB1
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・＝B（1十AIMB1）＝BZ．　　　　　　　　　　　　（＊）
　In　exactly　the　same　manner，we　get

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　KT＝TK＝ルf．
　3For　this　equality　between　the　multiplied　and　additive　forms，see　the　equation（＊）in　the　above　note2）．
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One more alternative expression of the Leontief inverse by the partitioned matrix multi-

pliers is 

_ LB 1 LB2T _ LB Il LBTl 
~ T2B KT ~ TBI KT 

We may easily prove the identity between this expression and the equation (6).4 

Mathematically, our formula also gives us a method of the reduction of the order in the 

matrix-calculations when the inversion of matrices of high order is not suitable for available 

computational equipment. 

I I I . Interdependent Model of Goods-Producing Sectors 

and Service Sectors 

An empirical application of our model is made for the interindustry data of the Japanese 

economy (54 sectors) published by Japanese Government under the co-operation of Economic 

Planning Agency and five other Ministries (the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the 

Ministry of International Trade and Industry, the Ministry of Construction, the Statistics 

Bureau of the Prime Minister's Office, and the Administrative Management Agency), which 

consists of 50 goods-producing sectors and 4 service sectors. In formula (6), we put the P 

sector for the goods-producing sectors and S sector for the service sectors, i. e., l=50 and 

In = 4. 

Now let us divide the elements of the internal matrix multiplier of the goods-producing 

sectors B (50X50) calculated from the above equation by the elements of 50X50 part in the 

published Leontief inverse B*=(1-A*)-1. We then obtain the values which may be called 
"the mside propagatuon ratro of goods produc ng sectors". By the numerical test on the row 

elements of these 50X50 ratios, we have arrived at the conclusion that the industries having 

many higher values of those ratios are the less service-dependent sectors, and vice versa. 

The Table I is a summarized version of this test, and shows industry-categories of goods-

producing sectors by type of the degree of dependence on service activity. Those in category 

A have characteristics relatively independent of service activity, and those in category D are 

at the other extreme. Roughly speaking, categories from A-1 to D-2 may be thought of as 

successive stages of dependency on service sectors. 

In Group A, the "inside propagation ratios" of each industry take the value predominantly 

more than 0.9 (in A-1 group), or more than 0.8-0.9 (in A-2. 3 groups). Those in Group B 

are in the range of 0.7-0.9. In Group C, those ratios are spread far and wide in the range 

of about 0.5-0.9, and among this category the ratios in C-2 group concentrate in values 0.7-

0.8. In Group D, the inside propagation ratios take a lower value ranging about from 0.4-

0.5 to 0.7, and the industries in this group are the most service-dependent sectors. 

The reason why the above industrial differential-pattern occurs may be traced by the dis-

cerning the difference between the values of the elements in the 50X50 part of Leontief in-

verse B* and the values of the elements in the internal matrix multiplier B, which equals to 

' For example, the identity KT2B=TaN is shown as foilows : 

T2N= T2(B+ B2MB1)= TSIB+ T2B2KTBI = (1 + T2B2K)TBl 
in which I+'r2B2K=K because (1-T2B2)K=1, so we obtain 

TaN=KTI;1=KTSIB=KT2B. 
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TABLE 1. INDUSTRY GROUPS BY TYPE OF THE DEGREE OF 
DEPENDENCE ON THE SERVICE ACTIVITY 

43 

* Excluding the dummy industries such as Business consumption, Ofiice suppiies, 
Scraps, and Undistributed. 

** Service sectors other than the above goods-producing sectors are Wholesale and 
retail trade, Transportation and communication, Real estate and ownership of dwellings, and 
Banking, insurance and services, 

*** The order of listing is that the industries in Group A are the most service-indepen-
dent sectors, and those in Group D are the most service-dependent sectors. 

B2MBI as shown the formula. So, we must discuss the relative weight between B1' B2 and 

M in their propagation process. 

By inquiring into Table 2 and 3, we can see what sort of goods-producing industries 

has more inducible power for service activity (see Table of values of Bl)' or what sort of 

service sectors has more inducible power for goods-producing activity (see Table of values of 

B2)' A general feature of these figures is of particuler interest ; the comparision of values of 

these two intersectoral sub･multipliers may suggest that the weight of B2 in propagation activity 
is smaller than that of B1 on the whole. The number of values having more than 3% in the 

Table of B2 are less than could be counted on the fingers of both hands (exclude the Undis-

tributed sector), while the Table of B1 has many number of values more than 3%. In other 

words, the inducible power of one sector to another is more powerful in the case of goods-

producing sector than the case of service sector. It does not need to be said that there are 

different effects from industry to industry as tolding the Tables.5 

5 One comment is needed because of the weakness in the data of the service sector which leads to the 
estimation errors in the original Leontief inverse matrix. If this data weekness is not negligible, our 
method explained the above must be reread in such a way that the proportion of errors in the elements 
of the Leontief inverse is actually due to a shortcoming of the servlce sector's data. For example, the 
reliability of the inverse-elements may be judged by means of Table I such that those in Group A-1 are 
the most reliable and those in Group D-2 are the most unreliable. 
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TABLE 

HITOTsuB･1SIll JOURNAL OF EcoNoMlcs 

2. COEFFICIENTS OF SERVICE-INPUT INDUCED BY 
PROPAGATION IN GOODS-PRODUClNG SECTOR* 

B1 ' = (S*B)' 

INTERNAL 

(unit 10-6) 

[ June 

* This Table is 

for convenience. 
shown in transposed form, interchanging rows and columns of matrix Bl 
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TABLE 3. COEFFICIENTS OF INTERNAL PROPAGATION IN GOODS-PRODUCING 
SECTOR INDUCED BY INPUT IN SERVICE SECTOR 

B2=BAI (unit : 10-6) 

45 
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Of course, from the viewpoint of the goods-producing sector, the sub-multiplier Bl operates 

on that sector only in an indirect manner in the sense that it needs a medium operator ex-

pressed by M=KT as shown by the equation (6). The values of elements of A- and T are 
summarized in the Table 4 which shows the powers of dispersion of service sectors internally 

and externally. On the whole, many values of the elements in the internal multiplier T are 

somewhat higher than those in the external multiplier K (except Real estate's column), but 

the difference between the values of these two multipliers is not so large. This fact means 

again that the weight of dependence of the service sector on the goods-producing sector is 

considerably large in its character. 

TABLE 4. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MULTII'LIERS lN SERVICE ~EC'rOR 

(1) Internal Multrplrer of Servlce Sector : T 

(2) External Multiplier of Service Sector : K 

Here, we switch our topics from the quantity-determination model in the input-output 
system to the price-determination model in th~t system and turn to a study of the cost-push 

effects of service-prices on the prices of P sec,tor's products. 

Obviously, the prices of P sector's products are given by the equation : 

Pp= A' Pp + S1' Ps + v p (8) 
where Pp, P8 are vectors of prices ' of P sector:s products and S sector's service-outputs respec-

tively, vp is the vector of value-added per unit of output in P sector's industries, and the 

coefficient matrices A' and Sl' are the transpose of the matrices A and Sl in the quantity 

model. 

This price formation equation (8) is a part of the following larger model : 

{ Pp= A'Pp+Sl'Ps+vl' (9) 
P8=Al' Pp+S' Ps+vs' 

In this system, we take Ps and vp as data, and Pp and vs as variables. The variations of P1' 

is due to cost-push effects, and, if we wish, the variations of vs could be viewed as the re-

sultant change in wages or profits in the S sector due to the variation in prices of P sector's 
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products, but here we omit this latter relation. Of course, the selection between data and 

variables is dependant upon the setting of the problems. 

Then, price-determination in the goods-producing sectors is given by the equation : 

Pp = (1 - A')- I {S1' P, + v p} 

= B' {Sl' P* + v p} (lO) 
where B' is the transpose of the internal matrix multiplier of the P sector in the quantity 

model. 

If service-prices rise from P* to P*+Af'*, the resultant price-rise in P sector's products will be 

APp=B'Sl'AP*=(SIB)'AP*=B1'AP*. (11) 
Thus in order to know the cost-push effect of a rise in service prices on the prices of P sector's 

products, all that is needed is the transposition of the sub-matrix-multiplier B1' 

Going back to Table 2 and rereading it from the viewpint of cost-push effects, we may 

discover some new facts. Especially we see : (a) relatively more stimulated effects are brought 

by the rise of the service-price in the Trade sector and the Transportation and communication 

sector than by the price rise in the other service sectors and (b) the resultant higher price 

rise is concentrated into some particular commodities such as Starch, sugar, seasonings and 

Miscellaneous processed foods in the case of Trade service-cost, and Coal products and Basic 

chemicals in the case of Transportation and communication cost. 

A comment is needed to evaluate the figures in Table 2 viewed as the cost-push effects. 

There is somewhat of a tendency to overvalue those figures more than the theoretically 

expected ones, because most of the arguments for constant input coefficients depend on the 

absence of variation in relative price, and changes in the relative prices bring the substitution 

effects between inputs and set limits on price rises of the cost-push type. However, on the 

contrary, the rising trend in the service-input coefficients in recent Japanese industries leads to 

an undervaluation of the actual values of Bl" because the Table's figures are based on some-

what old data. 

IV. Interregional RepercusSion Model 

The mam purpose of the mterregronal mput output model developed by the works of 
Isard, Leontief, Moses, Chenery and others,6 is to analyze the interrelations among trade and 

production in two or more regions. Our internal-and-external matrix multiplier model may 

be well' applied to this purpose in a somewhat extended form, because the usual inverse of 

interregional input-output model tells us only the ultimate total effects but not disjoined effects 

separating into interdependence between regional internal and external multipliers. 

One example of an interregional input-output table in Japan is the data published by the 

Hokkai40 Development Bureau which divides the Japanese economy into two regions having 

6 W. lsard, "Interregional and Regional Input-Output Analysis", Review of Econo'nics and Stotistics, 

Nov. 1951 ; W. W. Leontief, "Interregional Theory", in Studies in the St,'ucture ofthe A,nerican Economy 

by W. W. Leontief and others. 1953; H. B. Chenery, "Regional Analysis", in ~rhe Structure and Growth 
of the It~lian Econo'ny, by H. B. Chenery, P. G. Clark and V. Cao-Pinna, 1953 ; L, N. Moses, "The Sta-

bility of : Interregional Trading Patterns and Input-Output Analysis", A,nenban Economic Revlew Dec. 
1955 ; H; B. Chenery "Interregional and International Input-Output Analysis", in The Structural Inter-

dependence of the Economy, ed. by T. Barna, 1956. 
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same number of industries (30 sectors and 2- regions). In our formula (6), we use the P sector 

as Hokkaido and the S sector as the Rest of Japan. For convenience we call the latter region 

I-Ionshn, the main island of Japan. Of course, here l=m=30. 
Table 5 is concerned with the internal and external matrix multipliers in each region, but 

only cites the column sum or row sum of the elements of the matrices because of limited 

space. The economic meaning of the column sum is to summarize the pattern of "the power 

of dispersion" of industries in each region, and the meaning of the row sum is to express 

TABLE 5. SUMMARY TABLE OF INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MULTIPLIERS 
OF AN INTERREGIONAL MODEL OF THE JAPANESE ECONOMY 

Internal multiplier External multip]ier 
of Hokkaido, B of Hokkaido, L 

Internal multiplier 
of HonshCi, T 

External multiplier 
of Honsho, K 
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"the sensitivity of dispersion" for industries in each region. 

As shown by the figures in the Table, the internal propagation in Hokkaido (B) has a 

multiplier effect of 1.77 on the average, and it calls in turn the round about external reper-

cussion through Honshn's industrial activity (L) to the amount of about a 0.7%-up effect on 

the average, so that the total effect equals to 1.77X1.007=1.782 on the average. On the 

contrary, the internal multiplier effect in Honsho: (T) has a considerably higher value of 2.53, 

but the round about external multiplier (K) shows only a 0.3%-up effect on the average. This 

industrial differential that is shown by the values of the external multipliers L and K suggests 

the characteristics of each region's industrial activity according to its role in the national 

economy. 

TABLE 6. SOME COEFFICIENTS OF INDUCEMENT TO PRODUCTION 
PER UNIT OF INPUT IN THE OTHER REGION* 

(a) Row sum of elements of T2 (c) Row sum of elements of B2 

Hokkaido's industry 

Coal mining 

Pulp, paper and products 

lron and steel 

Forestry 

Transportation 

Fishings 

Agriculture 

Processed foods 

Trade 

(Average) 

. 0812 

. 0614 

. 0448 

. 0284 

. 0277 

. 0267 

. 0252 

. 0208 

. 0165 

. 0159 

(b) Column sum of elements of Tz (d) Column sum of elements of B2 

Honshu's industry 

Printing and publishing 

Coal products 

Fishing 

lron and steel 

Public utilities 

Lumber products 

Pulp, paper and products 

Nonmetalic mineral products 

Steel products 

Processed foods 

(Average) 

. 0577 

. 0520 

. 0502 

. 0419 

. 0374 

. 0357 

. 0319 

. 0255 

. 021 1 

. 0168 

. 0159 

* Sectors listed here are the industries having row sum or column sum values 

the average. 

** Table (a) or (c) Iists the names of the industry receiving the induced effects, 

(d) Iists the names of the industry giving the induced effects. 

higher than 

and (b) or 
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To see this point more clearly, the "inside propagation ratios" (its definition is the sarne 

as before) of Hokkaido's industries are calculated in the 30X30 matrix base. Although the 

table of the calculated figures is omitted, from it we find that the most self-sufiicing industries 

in Hokkaido are those in the light industry group such as textiies, rubber products, Ieather 

and leather products, printing and publishing, miscellaneous manufactures, and those in the 

non-manufacture group such as services, tr~lde, public utilities. 

The industries in this category are relatively independent of the Honsho's industrial activity, 

and therr "mside propagatron ratios" all take values more than 0.9. At the other extreme, 

TABLE 7. SOME COEFFICIENTS OF INDUCEMENT TO INPUT BY 
INTERNAL PROPAGATION IN THE OTHER REGION* 

(a) Row sum of elements of B1 (c) Row sum of elements of T1 

Honshn's industry 

lron and steel 

Machinery' 

Chemicals 

Textiles 

Leather and products 

Processed foods 

Metal mining 

Agriculture 

Coal products 

Pulp, paper and products 

Steel products 

(Average) 

1 , 0728 

. 5409 

. 4335 

. 4243 

. 3962 

. 3(i75 

, 323')~ 

. 2978 

, 2906 

. 2396 

, 2349 

1847 

(b) Column sum of elements of 131 (d) Column sum of elements of 'rl 

Hokkaido's industry 

Steel products 

Nonmetallic mineral products 

Leather and products 

Mashinery 

Textiles 

Miscellaneous manufactures 

Fishing 

Nonferrous metal products 

Chemicals 

(Average) 

Honsho's industry 

. 6243 

. 4534 

. 4517 

. 3721 

, ,~629 

. 2387 

. 2354 

1960 

1951 

lron and steel 

Coal products 

Printing and publlshing 

Fishing 

Pulp, paper and products 

Public utilities 

Nonmetallic mineral products 

Steel prodticts 

Lumber products 

Nonferrous metal products 

1847 (Average) 

. 0474 

. 0451 

. 0427 

. 0410 

. 0368 

. 0353 

. 0320 

. 0303 

. 0275 

. 09_12 

. 0207 

* Sectors listed here are the industries having row sum or column sum values higher than 

the average. 
** Table (a) or (c) Iists the names of the industry receiving the'induced effects, and (b) or (d) 

lists the names of the industry giving the induced effects. 
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there is a group highly dependent on Honshn's industrial activity which includes such heavy 

industries as iron and steel, non-ferrous metal products, and the resourse industries such as 

metal mining, non-metal mining, pulp, paper and paper products, fishing, etc. 

Such internal propagation patterns together with the external input patterns of interindus-

trial activity in each region depict the characteristics of interregional repercussions whose 

estimated results are summarized in Tables 6 and 7. In these tables the coefficients of inter-

regional inducement relations are shown in a summary form designating the column sum and 

row sum of the elements of four sub-multiplier matrices B2, T2, B1 and T1' The names of 

industries listed here are only those having higher valucs than the average. 

The sub-multipliers Bz=BAI and T2=TSI are concerned with the propagation of produc-

tion activities in each re_gion induced by the input activity in the other region. Reflecting the 

high dependence of Hokkaido's activities on Honshu's industries, the elements of the multiplier 

T2 have higher values than those of the multiplier B2, and their average values take 0.3806 

versus 0.0159. A similar situation is found in the comparison between Bl=SIB and Tl=AIT 

which shows the input inducement effects of one region on the other, and their values take 

0.1847 versus O.O_207 on the average. These results suggest that a development program in 

Hokkaido gives rise to many leakages in the interregional production process and generates 

much benefit to HonshO's industries. 

We cite here only one point for example : the production of Honsho's iron and steel in-

dustry induced by Hokkaido's input is the extremely high row sum value of 2.303 as shown 

the Table 6-(a). This high value has its origin in Hokkaido's industries such as steel products 

and machinery as shown the column sum figures in the Table 6-(b). Of course, to see the 

details of cross-effects of this sort, it is necessary to trace back the test of the figures of ele-

ments in these matrices themselves instead of the test of column sum or row sum values. 

In any case, such analyses play a role which elucidates the inherent properties of the inter-

and-intra regional industrial relationships, and we may be expected a fruitful application of 

this method (combining the extended model in the next section) to the forthcoming comprehensive 

data of the Japanese interregional input-output table compiled by the Ministry of International 

Trade and Industry. This will enable us to make the various combination of nine regions 

of the Japanese economy.7 

V. Some Extensions of the Model 

The method which was suggested in this paper express one direction of the extension of 

the input-output model that may be called the "intensive type". The another direction of the 

extension may be the "extensive type" which combines the input-output model in other various 

models such as the macro-econometric model, the linear programming model, and so forth. 

But, in this section, we are again concerned with the intensive type, and limit our interest to 

the extension of the above internal-and-external matrix multiplier model on the following two 

points. 

7 The report on this MITI 9 
be published in the autumn of 
Tokai, Kinki, Chugoku, Shikoku 

blocks-interregional input-output table that took three prepared years will 

this year. The nine regions are Hokkaido, Tohoku, Hokuriku, KantO. 
and KyOshO. 
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1 ) The Extension to the Number of Partitioned Groups 

The line of reasoning which was employed in section 11 could be extended to increase the 

number of p t't'o ed industry groups (or regions), that is, the two-partitioned model must ar I I n 
be enlarged to three or more partitioned models. However, the straightforward procedure 

of dividing the model into a large number of industry-groups (or regions) degenerates into 

formalism, or apt to be too complex. We must not adhere too much to form at the ex-
pense of the empirical spirit. So, we prefer to employ "a method of localizable partition" 

in which the redivision of groups limited to some strategic particular part of industries (or 

regions). 

The procedure of the extension employed here consists of two steps. 

Step I The first step rs the re partrtlon of some "mternal matnx multrplier" say the 

internal matrix multiplier of S sector, T. If we redivide the S sector into two sub-sections 

designated section S-1 and section S-2, it will lead to the repartitioned matrix of input co-

e~cients as follows : 

P S sector 
sector '~~~ S-1 S-2 

*= 

-----:--------:--i--i-~_;__ ) l 

[
 
=
 SA1l~ 

l+m=n 

¥J*J~' l j k 
From the above coefficient matrix, we get the following relationships for S sectors mdustnal 

activities : 

i) Internal multipliers of section S-1 and S-2 in the S sector ; 

Q=(1-u)~1 jXj (13) 
R= (1 - v)~1 k X k (14) 

ii) Intersectional (not intersectoral) sub-multipliers showing the nducement to production 

between sections S-1 and S-2 inside the S sector ; 

Qul = a jX k (15) Rvl = P k X j (16) 
iii) Localized external multipliers of section S-1 and S-2 inside the S sector (i.e., the meaning 

of "externa]" in this case is limited to the inside of S sector and not extends beyond it) ; 

(17) U= (1 - a P)~ l jX j 

(18) V= (1 - pa)~ 1 kXk 
Then, according to the formula (6a), we have the internal multiplier of the whole S sector in 

the redivided form, i. e. ; 

-1 ~I UaR _1= 
]_vuT 11 I-u_vl _VfiQ I VR . 

Step 2. The second procedure is the generalization of the above localized multipliers into 

the relationships including the interaction between P and S sectors. The pattern of this inter-

and-intra sectoral relations is given by the following Chart. 

In this Chart, B, Q, R inside the three circles denote the internal multipliers of the P 

sector, S-1 section, S-2 section respectively. L, U, V outside the circles denote the external 

multipliers of P sector, S-1 section, and S-2 section respectively. 
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　　　With　the　aid　of　this　Chart，we　get　six　mtes　of　inter－and－intra　sectorahnducement　rela－

tionships　shown　as　follows：

　　　　　〈inducement　routes＞　＜sub－multipliers＞　　　＜order　of　matrices＞

　　　（a）　S－2→S－1　　　　　　　　　α＝Ω％1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ブ×た

　　　　　　　S－1→S－2　　　　　　　　　β＝Rη1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　差×ノ

　　　（b）　P→S－1　　　　　　　　　　σ＝Ω（z60十z‘1Rηo）　　　　　　　　　　ノ×l

　　　　　　　P→S－2　　　　　　　τ＝R（ワ〇十ワ1Ωz‘o）　　　　　　　走×1

　　　（c）S－1→P　　　　　　　λ＝B（αoU十α、▽Rη1）　　　　　　」×ノ

　　　　　　　S－2→P　　　　　　　　μ＝B（α1V十doUΩπ1）　　　　　　1×ゐ

The　coming　into　existence　of　these　six　sub－multipliers　showing　induced　effects　on　productioll

activity　may　be　easily　veri6ed　by　tracing　the　repercussion　routes　between　the　above　sectors　or

sections　in　the　Chart．

　　　We　have　now　arrived　at　a　formula　of　the　partitioned　matrix　multiplier　in　this　case　which

can　be　stated　as　follows：

］
、乙（えΩ，μR）LB

（20）

＝L（惚）LBI［鴇機R］＋（留）LG

・［蘇騰1邉嘱撫］
1ation　of　the　formula（20）is　that　the　l　
｛　Xp＝AXp＋4。Xμ＋α、X，＋y7ヲ①

　X〆砺Xp＋％X鎚＋μ、Xu＋Y％②
　Xり＝”。Xp＋τア、Xu十τXη＋y．③

form　for　the　production　level　of　S　se（

e　economic　causal　succession　on　route

L（λΩ，μR）

a
　
　
［

systemThe　main　course　of　the　deriv

CtOr（regarded　aS　eqUatiOl1S

es　of　the　in（luce（l　e鉦ects．

（1一∠4＊）一1＝

or

＝

］為
現
鶏
［］㍑縄砺

琉

can　be　solved　in　a　partiality　form　for

②and③）byconsideringtheeconoπ
The　result　is

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　園一［
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Substituting this equation into ~) and collecting terms gives the formula (20). 

From this formula, we may see that the external (not localized) matrix multipliers of sec-

tions S-1 and S-2 are equal to U(1+(1L1) and V(1+1rLp) respectively. 

In application of the formula for the practical problems, we may have two advantages : 

(1) the numbers of industries in each partitioned sector (or section) is not necessary the same 

(i,e., l~j~k), and (2) the above treatment can be adapted to the further subdivision of the 

particular part of strategic sectors or sections in succession, so we get a method of studying 

the various characters of industry groups (or regions) according to their differing roles in the 

national economy. 

2) Thc Inclusion of the Incolne Formation Process 

The next extension of our model is the inclusion of the income generation process which 

is omitted in the usual input-output model. This omission is justified only if the level of 

income and its use do not depend on the composition of production, because in this case a 

disaggregation of income generated by sector will add nothing to an analysis of the aggregated 

Keynesian type. But, under less rigid assumptions this procedure is no longer valid, especi-

ally in the interregional model. The location of production depends on the location of con-

sumption, and the latter cannot be determined separately from the calculation of the income 

generated in each region. 
In the usual extension of this, the household sector is transferred to the processing sectors 

from exogenous sectors and is regarded as an industry whose output is labor and whose inputs 

are consumption goods as shown in an actual example of Chenery's Italian regional model.8 

But a more correct procedure in dealing with consumption is not to regard it as a fictitious 

production activity, but to introduce the consumption function of a Keynesian type in a dis-

aggregated form. 
As shown in another of the author's papers,9 this latter procedure means, by implication, 

combining the Leontief propagation process and the Keynesian propagation process in a dis-

aggregated form. In its formulated multiplier equation it takes the shape of an "extended 

matrix multiplier" using the Leontief inverse multiplied by the subjoined inverse matrix show-

ing the effects of endogenous changes in consumption demand.lo This proposal distinguishing 

the inverse reflecting production activities from the inverse reflecting consumption activities, 

may be well combined with our internal-and-external matrix multiplier model. 

A summarized version of this combination is that : if we term E the "enlarged matrix 

multipier" including the income formation process and take a case as example in which the 

economy consists of three partitioned industry groups (or regions) having the number of in-

dustries l, j, and k respectively, then we have the extended multiplier equation in this case as 

follows : 

B See H.B. Chenery, "Regional Analysis", in op, cit., 1953, or H.B. Chenery and P.G. Clark, Interindustry 

Econcmics, 1959, Chap. 8. 
9 K. Miyazawa. "Foreign Trade Multiplier, Input-Ontput Analysis and the Consumption Function". Quar-

terly Journal of Econolnics, Vo]. Lxxiv, N0,1, Feb. 1960. Some comments on this article are found in 

R. Artle, "On Some Methods and Problems in the Study of Metropolitan Economies", Papers and Pro-

ceedings of the Regional Science Association, Vol. vii, 196L 
ro For an extended model including the effects of income-distribution on the production and the income 

formation, see K. Miyazawa and S. Masegi, "Interindustry Analysis and the Structure of Income-
Distribution", Met,'oeconomt~a, Vol. xv. Fas. 2, 3, Agosto-Dicembre, 1963. 
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E= B*(1 - CHB*)-1 

= B*(1 + CZHB*) (21) 
where B*=(1-A*)-1 is the Leontief inverse having the order (1+j+k) X(1+j+k), C is the 

matrix of consumption coefficients having l+j+k rows and three columns, and H is the matrix 

of the value-added ratios having three rows and l+j+k co]umns. The subjoined inverse 
matrix (1-CHB*)-1 in the first expression of the equation (21) shows the effects of endogenous 

changes in each group's (or region's) consumption expenditure, and it can be coverted into 

the form which is shown as the second expression of the equation (21). 

In the latter form, the matrix Z is to be written the expression that 

Z='(1-HB*C)-1 (22) 
which can be called the "multi-sector income multipiier" having three rows and three columns. 

The economic meaning of this matrix Z is that its elements show how much income in one 

group (or region) is generated by the expenditure from I unit of additional income in the 

other group (or region), but the details on the above formulations and the characters of the 

matrix Z are omitted in this paper.11 

ll See, K. Miyazawa and S. Masegi. op, cit., especially pp. 91-97. 




